Abstruct-Most of the neural network associative memory models deal with the storage of binary vectors. We consider the Hopfield continuous-time network, and develop a new method for the storage of analog vectors, i.e., vectors whose components are real-valued. An important requirement is that each memory vector has to be an asymptotically stable (i.e., attractive) equilibrium of the network. We point out some of the limitations of the continuous Hopfield model on the set of vectors that can be stored. These limitations can be relieved by choosing a network containing visible as well as hidden units. We have chosen an architecture consisting of several hidden layers and a visible layer, connected in a circular fashion. We prove that the two-layer case of such an architecture is guaranteed to store any number of given analog vectors provided their number does not exceed 1 + the number of neurons in the hidden layer. We have developed a learning algorithm, which results in correctly adjusting the locations of the equilibria, as well as guaranteeing their asymptotic stability. Simulation results confirm the effectiveness of the new method.
I. INTRODUCTION SSOCIATIVE memory has been an active research topic
A in the neural networks field. In one of the early papers, Hopfield [ 11 proposed a well-known associative memory model for binary vectors using a discrete feedback neural network. In this model every memory vector is an equilibrium of the network. When presented with an erroneous memory vector, the state of the network evolves to the equilibrium representing the correct memory vector. Afterwards many alternative techniques for storing binary vectors using also the discrete feedback network have been proposed. e . g . [2] .
[3], [4], and [ 5 ] (see also Michel and Farrell 161 for an overview). However, the problem of storing analog vectors, using Hopfield's confiniiozis feedback network model of 1984 [7] , has received little attention in literature. By analog vectors we mean vectors whose components are real-valued. This problem is important because in a variety of applications of associative memories like pattern recognition and vector quantization, the patterns are originally in analog form and therefore can save having the costly quantization step and therefore also save increasing the dimension of the vectors.
There are two main requirements for the associative memories. Every given memory should be an equilibrium of the network. Moreover, the equilibria corresponding to the memory vectors have to be asymptotically stable, i.e., they should be attractive. Previous work on the design of associative memories using Hopfield's continuous model include the work by Farrell and Michel [ 8 ] . Their model can store binary vectors in the form of asymptotically stable equilibria. Pineda [9] developed an interesting method for the storage of analog vectors. In this method the network is designed using a learning procedure so that each given memory vector becomes an equilibrium of the network. It does not guarantee though the asymptotic stability of the equilibria. In this paper we propose a method which solves the problem of storing analog vectors using the Hopfield continuous model. The network is designed s o that each memory vcctor corresponds to an asymptotically stable equilibrium (see also a preliminary version of the method in Atiya and Abu-Mostafa [lo] ).
In the next section we will consider the continuous-time neural network model, study its storage limitations, and present the network architecture to be used. I n Section 111 the learning algorithm will be developed. In Sections IV and V we consider extensions of the method to heteroassociative memory, and binary associative memory, respectively. In Section VI we derive the capacity of the memory. In Section VI1 implementation examples of the new method are demonstrated, and finally in Section VI11 we summarize and give conclusions on the developed technique.
THE NEIWORK
Continuous-time neural networks can be modelled by the following differential equations (see Hopfield [ 71) :
where U = ( u l . 
and : V is the number of neurons.
If the weight matrix is symmetric and f is monotonically increasing, then the state always converges to an equilibrium (Grossberg and Cohen [ 1 I ] and Hopfield [7] ). The vectors to be stored are set as equilibria of the network. Giving a noisy version of any of the stored vectors as the initial state of the network, the network state has to eventually reach the equilibrium state corresponding to the correct vector. An important requirement is that these equilibria are asymptotically stable, otherwise no attraction to the equilibria will take place. By asymptotic stability of an equilibrium we mean that a trajectory starting in the vicinity of the equilibrium remains close and converges to it as t + x (see Guckenheimer and Holmes [ 121 for a formal definition, see also Michel et al. [13] and Salam et al. [14] for a study on asymptotic stability in continuous neural networks). Unfortunately, there is a limitation on the set of vectors which can be stored. We prove the following result.
Theorem 1: If W is symmetric and f ( u ) is monotonically increasing, is strictly convex downwards for 'U > 0, and strictly convex upwards for U < 0, and f ( 0 ) = 0, then if x* is a stored memory, then no other memory y* can be stored with 2 1-1. : 1, sign(y,*) = sign(z:).
or with where 1,
Proof: Assume contrary. First assume that there are two memories x* and y* satisfying (3). Both x* and y* are stored memories if and only if they are asymptotically stable equilibria of the system. We study the stability of the equilibrium x* by linearizing (1) around the equilibrium (see Guckenheimer and Holmes [12] ), to obtain where 7 = U -U * , z* = f(u*) and J is the Jacobian matrix, the (i,j)th element being dhi/duj, evaluated at U * , where h; is the ith element of h (of (1)). It can be evaluated as
where I is the identity matrix and A(u*) is the diagonal matrix whose ith diagonal element is f'(u;). The equilibrium U* in the nonlinear system (1) can be asymptotically stable only if J has eigenvalues of negative or zero real parts (see [12] NO. I , JANUARY 1993 x on the straight line joining x* and y* (x # x*, x # y*) such
(where h is as defined in (1)). But h[f-'(y*)] h [ f -l ( x * ) ] = 0 since they are equilibria. We obtain
where U = f-'(x). One observes that x, being on the line joining y* and x*, satisfies conditions IxLI 2 Iz:I.
all z such that z: # 0.
Because of the strict convexity assumption,f'(u,) < f ' ( u t ) when I u , I > I . : [ . The left hand side of (5) can be written as
sign(z,) = sign(.r:).
Whenever y: is strictly larger than
and hence the right hand side of the previous equation is strictly less than which in turn is less than or equal to zero because the Jacobian at U* has negative or zero eigenvalues. Hence (5) has no solution except when x* = y*, thus contradicting our assumption. The proof that there is no stable equilibrium y* satisfying (4) follows by the argument that if this fact were not true, then by interchanging x* and y*, condition (3) would U Fig. 1 illustrates the limitations given by Theorem 1 for a two-dimensional case. Fig. l(a) considers the case when one of the memories x has no zero component. The "forbidden regions," or regions where no other memory can be stored, are shown to be the two rectangles below and to the inside, and above and to the outside the existing memory. Fig. l(b) shows the case when one of the components of the existing memory is zero; then the forbidden region is now in general larger and extends over two quadrants. Fig. l(c) illustrates an interesting corollary of the theorem, described as follows.
Corollary: If the origin is asymptotically stable then no other asymptotically stable equilibrium can exist.
The convexity requirements on f of Theorem 1 are satisfied by the most commonly used forms of sigmoid functions, like f ( u ) = tanh(u) and f(u) = (2/7r) tan-' ( U ) . Even the absence of these requirements will only change the form but not necessarily the severity of the limitations.
We note that some of the attempts to characterize the set of asymptotically stable equilibria include the work by Li et al. [15] . However, their result, which states that two stable equilibria cannot coexist in a single quadrant, was shown to be wrong using a counter-example by Salam et al. [16] .
be satisfied, which we proved not to be possible. The limitations given by Theorem 1 indicate some of the difficulties encountered in designing analog associative memories. There are sets of vectors which cannot be stored in the form of asymptotically stable equilibria. To solve this problem, we use an architecture consisting of both visible and hidden units. The outputs of the visible units correspond to the components of the stored vector. The purpose of the hidden units is to relieve the limitations on the visible components of the asymptotically stable equilibria. If the outputs of the hidden units are designed for example to have some components of a different sign for every different stored vector, then Theorem 1 does not provide any limitations on the freedom of choosing the sets of memory vectors to be stored (of course under the assumption of having enough hidden units). We will not restrict ourselves to a symmetric weight matrix. Our proposed model is as follows. We have a number of hidden layers and one visible layer, arranged in a circular fashion, with connections running in one direction from one layer to the next, as shown in Fig. 2 . No connections exist within each of the layers. The advantage of such an architecture is that it lends itself to a simple design procedure, as we will see in the next section. It is worth noting that such an architecture has been considered in literature for various purposes. Atiya and where W(' is the N' x N p 1 matrix of weights from layer
). e(') is the threshold vector for layer 1, f is a sigmoid function in the range from -1 to 1, and L is the number of layers. The layers from 1 to L -1 represent the hidden layers, whereas layer L represents the visible layer. We would like each memory vector to correspond to the visible layer component of an asymptotically stable equilibrium of the network. We have given a motivation for the choice of the architecture by saying that for this choice, Theorem 1 does not provide any limitations on the sets of memories which can be stored. However, it has to be shown that no limitations of other kind whatsoever will be encountered. The following theorem gives conditions for the stability of equilibria in the considered architecture.
Theorem 2: An equilibrium point satisfying Proof: We linearize (6) around the equilibrium U*. We get
where 77 = U -U* and J is the Jacobian matrix, evaluated as in the equation shown at the bottom of the page.
Let X be an eigenvalue of J , associated with eigenvector
, where wl represents the component corresponding to layer 1. Then,
from which we obtain 0 By Gershgorin's Theorem [19] , any eigenvalue fi of AA(u*(')) satisfies one of the following Nl inequalities:
will have a negative real part. Thus the equilibrium U* of the 0 Thus if the neurons of one of the hidden layers are driven far enough into the saturation region, then the corresponding equilibrium will be stable because then, f'(u:) will be very small, causing Inequalities (7) to be satisfied. This provides a motivation for the learning algorithm, which is described next section.
system (6) in that layer are saturated, and we will therefore call this layer the saturating layer. Assuming that the outputs of the neurons in the saturating layer are close enough to 1 or -1, then Theorem 2 guarantees the asymptotic stability of the equilibrium. Enforcing the saturation of the units in the saturating layer is quite essential, since simulations show that when ignoring stability requirements, the equilibrium is probably unstable. Since we have an asymmetric network, there is nothing to rule out the existence of limit cycles. Also, we can have spurious equilibria, i.e., equilibria which correspond to no memory vector. However, if these unwanted limit cycles and spurious equilibria occur, then they would be far away from the memory vectors because each memory vector is guaranteed to have a basin of attraction around it. Let us write the equations for the equilibrium of (6). Equating the right hand side to zero leads to:
The problem can be reduced to training an equivalent feedforward network (see Fig. (3) ) to map input vector y ( m ) to output vector y(m) for rn = 1.. . . , M . This becomes clear if we compare the equations of the equilibrium for our feedback network (see (8) ) with the equation for the output of the feedforward network:
when the input y(')(m) is y(m) (y(')(m) is the output of layer 1 for the feedforward network).
We define the two error functions El and E2, We note that we use a slightly modified version of the backpropagation algorithm for training the layers 1 to K .
A standard backpropagation algorithm will have a very slow convergence because the targets are 1 or -1. Therefore, in our method we used a stopping criterion as follows. If the output signs match the target signs and the outputs are at least some constant /j in magnitude (a typical value ,j = OA), then we stop iterating the weights. We then multiply the weights and the thresholds of the saturating layer by a big positive constant in order to drive the outputs of the saturating layer as close as possible to 1 or -1. Let ' 1 and ~2 be two small positive constants (typical values: t l = 0.01 and F? = lo-'), and let p denote the step size. Our algorithm is as follows.
1) Generate the initial setting of the weight matrices 2) Apply the steepest descent update (the delta rule of [ 171)
for El for the first K layers,
where c is a positive constant such that I , y~" ' ( u / )~ 2 1 -t l for all / and 7 1 1 . 4) Apply the steepest descent update for EL for layers K + 1 to L,
Remarks:
a) It is important to note that for training layers K + 1 to L , the input vector to layer K + 1 is of course taken to be the output vector of layer K , not the target vector z ( m ) of the saturating layer, because they are slightly different. b) After learning has been completed, the stability of the equilibria has to be checked by simulating the set of differential equations, or else by checking Inequalities (7). If some of the equilibria are unstable, then this means that we have not chosen a small enough f1. In our simulations we have never encountered an unstable equilibrium when t l = 0.02. c) Another frequently used variant of the backpropagation algorithm, for which we have obtained generally faster convergence here, is to update the weights after presenting each training input instead of after cycling through all the training inputs. d) Let W and H represent respectively the weight matrix and threshold vector at which (8) is satisfied. Practically, the learning algorithm might result in an output of the feedforward network slightly different from y( m ) , when inputting y(rri), and a parameter set I+" and 0' slightly differ from W and 0, respectively. We assert that this produces only a slight displacement of the equilibrium of the feedback network. This is because the equilibrium is stable and hence the corresponding Jacobian is nonsingular (for example there will be no bifurcations at which the equilibrium might disappear). '(vi) shortly onto the visible layer and allowing the network to evolve according to its equations of motion (6), while the connections from the last hidden layer to the visible layer are temporarily switched off. f] The presented training method applies also to the discrete-time continuous-output update formulation, i.e., the system given by
The equilibria for such a system are equivalent to those of the continuous-time system (6). Also, we can show using a theorem analogous to Theorem 2 that if one of the hidden layers is heavily saturated, then the corresponding equilibrium is asymptotically stable. This system has yet to be tested by numerical simulations, to verify its global stability properties.
IV. HETEROASSOCIATIVE MEMORY 5) Apply the steepest descent update for E3 for layers K2 + 1 to L, Any auto-associative memory can be easily extended into a heteroassociative memory by applying an appropriate linear transformation at the output. We present a more direct way.
ciations, and z(1), . . . , z ( M ) be the corresponding saturating
Let ( c ( l ) , y ( l ) ) , . . . , ( c ( M ) , y ( M ) ) be the pairs of stored asso-
layer vectors. We have at least 3 layers in our loop architecture:
upon convergence are to carry c(7n) and y(m), respectively. In a way, this is a multilayer analog extension of Kosko's twolayer heteroassociative BAM [ 181. Consider also an equivalent feedforward network as in the previous section. Let one saturating layer K1, and two layers K2 and L, which
Learning is performed according to the following straightforward extension of the learning algorithm of the previous section.
In case of a binary associative memory, a method simpler than the one presented in Section 111 is even possible.
Let the memory vectors y(l), . . . , y ( M ) be of the form ( f l , . . . , kl)T. At an equilibrium corresponding to some memory vector y(m), the visible layer is heavily saturated, and therefore by Theorem 2 the equilibrium is stable, even if we do not have a saturating hidden layer. A saturating hidden layer is therefore not needed and the problem reduces to applying a backpropagation algorithm only once on the feedforward network of Fig. 3 
The algorithm is as follows. 1) Generate the initial setting of the weight matrices 2) Apply the steepest descent update for EB for all L w(4-1) (0) and B ( ' ) ( O ) randomly, 1 = 1,. . . , L.
layers, 
A. On the Capacity of Continuous-Time Networks
For the Hopfield network, described by (l), it was shown by Guez er al. [21] that there are at most 3N equilibria. One can show that one can obtain 2N asymptotically stable equilibria by considering a diagonal weight matrix with sufficiently large entries. For the architecture considered, it is possible
to show that the number of asymptotically stable equilibria one can achieve is at least 2 to the power the number of neurons in the smallest layer. However, the issue here is not so much how may equilibria one can have, as much as how programmable are their locations. Consider a general fully connected continuous Hopfeld network (see (1)) with I visible neurons and .I hidden neurons. The network should work as an associative memory, in the sense that each memory vector y("') corresponds to an equilibrium. Let -21 be the number of memory vectors, and 3 be the total number of neurons (i.e., N = 1 + J ) . Then we have 1\11 equations for the equilibria, while there are ( I + .I)([ + .J + 1) degrees of freedom, corresponding to thc weights and the thresholds. Thus the capacity is at most (9) 
( I + . J ) ( J + . J + l ) I
The set of vectors which can be stored if l1 is greater than (9) represents the range of the mapping which maps (W.O)
are stable equilibria of the network, and therefore it is a number of surfaces of a lower dimension embedded in the space of all possible sets of M memory vectors. Therefore, if is greater than (9), then the fraction of all possible sets of vectors which can be stored is virtually a set of measure zero.
Consider a fully connected network with no hidden neurons. Apart from the constraint shown in Theorem 1 on the set of vectors which can be stored, it follows from the previous argument that only a zero-fraction of the set of all possible h1 vectors can be stored, if AI > AV + 1. Thus there is an abrupt change when M exceeds + 1. In case of a symmetric matrix the abrupt change occurs at (,V + 3)/2.
B. The Capacity of the Proposed Model
An expression for the capacity is difficult to obtain for the general multilayer network. The two-layer case is of special interest because of its simplicity and the adequacy of its capabilities. Let LVl and .
\ r 2
be the numbers of neurons in the hidden and the visible layers, respectively. Using an argument similar to the one presented in the previous subsection, we can conclude that the capacity cannot exceed 
where Z is the matrix whose columns are the augmented saturating layer vectors, Y is the matrix whose columns are the augmented memory vectors, V and F are the matrices given by
,f-1 [z.\,(i4f,] .=( ; u , ( m ) = f -' ( z , , ( r n ) ) , and a,J is the (z.j)th element of the matrix A, defined as A = W(1.2)n[f-'(y('~n))]W(2.1).
Equations (IO) and (1 1) guarantee that the memory vectors are equilibria, whereas Inequalities (12) ensure their stability, according to Theorem 2.
Let Z be given by the following ( N I + 1) x M matrix:
. . 
Such a w exists for any set of distinct vectors y(1). . . . , y(M) because otherwise w can be perturbed to restore (14) . Rename the indices of the memories such that wTy(1) > wTy(2) > . . . > w=y(M).
We choose the 8,'s such that
One can see that this choice satisfies (13) . Now we show that taking a large enough will satisfy Inequalities (12). We take the limit as a + cc. We get where we used the sigmoid function defined in (2). This completes the proof that N1 + 1 memory vectors correspond 0 Thus, the storage capacity equals 1 + number of hidden neurons. For the network to achieve this capacity, a particular choice of the saturating layer vectors has to be taken. In our algorithm the saturating layer vectors are specified by the user, as generating them randomly for example realizes the distributiveness of the memory as well as results in good retrieval accuracy. The question is whether for any choice of saturating layer vectors the capacity will remain the same as N1 + 1. The answer turns out to be negative, and the capacity can be lower in this case, as will be shown in the next theorem. Theorem 4: If the augmented memory vectors are linearly independent, and the augmented saturating layer vectors are linearly independent, then a two layer network is guaranteed to store min(N1, N2) + 1 vectors.
Proof:
The memory vectors correspond to the stable equilibria if conditions (10)- (12) If M > niin(N1, N2) + 1, then (10) and (11) will constitute more equations than unknowns. Hence, with a random choice of the saturating layer vectors, there is a small chance for being able to store a given set of vectors. We must caution however that the previous theorem gives only the number of vectors which can be stored when the saturating layer vectors are given. It does not guarantee their storage when using the learning algorithm presented in Section 111. This is because it is possible to get stuck in a local minimum of the error function. Although there is a simple way to satisfy the conditions (10)-(12) sufficient for the storage of the memory vectors by simply solving the linear equations (10) and (1 l), we favor using the learning method for the following reason. If we are not at full capacity, then (10) and (11) do not have a unique solution. Specifying a solution arbitrarily by for example randomly generating the values of the extra degrees of freedom has led to results quite inferior to those of the learning method.
to asymptotically stable equilibrium points.
argument similar to that in the proof of Theorem 3.
VII. IMPLEMENTATION
The theoretical results presented in the last section indicate some of the capabilities of the new associative memory.
However, some of the issues remain yet unresolved by the theoretical analysis, like the extent of the existence of limit cycles and spurious equilibria, and the shapes of the basins of attraction. We have therefore resorted to numerical simulations. In the numerous experiments we have performed we have never encountered limit cycles. Spurious equilibria exist, but their number is high only when we are close to full capacity. Concerning the basins of attraction, they are required to have balanced shapes (for example no memory vector has a too small or a too large basin of attraction). We have tested this by performing the following experiment. We have a two-layer network with two hidden neurons and two visible neurons. The two vectors (-0.5. -0.5)* and (0.75, 0.25) T are stored. Fig. 4 shows the resulting basins of attraction.
To test the error correction capability of the model, we have performed the following experiment. A two-layer network is considered with 10 neurons in the hidden layer and 10 neurons in the visible layer. Five randomly generated memory vectors are considered, with components ranging from -0.8 to 0.8 (if we have components close to 1 or -1, then convergence in learning can get very slow because we are close to the saturation region). Thus, we are operating at about half capacity. After learning, the model is tested by giving memory vectors corrupted by noise (100 vectors for a given variance). Fig. 5 shows the error fraction versus the signal to noise ratio. The model is also tested for pattern completion ability. Components of the patterns are chosen randomly and set to zero. Fig. 6 shows the error fraction versus the number of missing components. The capacity according to Theorem 4 for the two-layer network is 1 1. We have done several experiments with 11 memory vectors. In only a few instances did learning succeed. The reason is partly the fact that the augmented saturation layer vectors turn out to be linearly dependent, and partly the failure of the learning algorithm to converge to the global minimum. We have done also several experiments with 10 memory vectors. In all our trials learning succeeded. However, the results with 10 memory vectors are much worse than those of the case of 5 memory vectors. The main reason is that the number of spurious equilibria in the 10 vector case is larger. We have observed in general that when operating close to the full capacity, the number of spurious equilibria increases. A reasonable strategy is therefore to operate at some fraction of the full capacity. We performed another experiment using a four-layer network. We have 10 neurons per layer, and 5 memory vectors. The results are shown in Fig. 7 for the case of having noisy memory vectors, and in Fig. 8 for the case of having memory vectors with missing components. We observe that the results are close to those of the two layer network. For high signal to noise ratios, the two-layer network achieves higher recall accuracy, whereas for low signal to noise ratios the four layer network performs better. We were able to store up to 13 memory vectors using the four layer network. As in the case of two layer network, close to the capacity the performance is not very good.
Finally, the storage capacity of the network for binary vectors is tested. We implemented the method described in Section V. A two-layer network is considered, having 10 neurons in each layer. Of course in this case there is no saturating hidden layer. Again, 5 memory vectors are considered. The pattern completion ability of the network is tested, and Fig. 9 shows the result. We observe that the performance is better than the case of storing real valued vectors, due to the fact that the case of binary vectors is to a greater extent below its capacity, which is here much higher than the case of analog vectors. limitations, or locality of interconnections. In contrast, most of the other associative memory models do not possess such a flexibility, and for example they require full connectivity.
given set of vectors. 
